Few scientific disciplines have developed as rapidly and profoundly as biochemistry. Indeed the term was coined less than a century ago, and even as recently as the end of the last war it was still essentially a postgraduate subject firmly rooted in physiological chemistry, from which it sprang. The last 30 years have seen enormous changes. The molecular aspects of biochemistry and the elucidation of metabolic pathways-which are often considered synonymous with biochemistry itself, sometimes to the virtual exclusion of physiological chemistry-have become increasingly important not only to career biochemists but also to people such as pharmaceutical chemists, agriculturalists, veterinarians, and doctors, who need a basic understanding of the physicochemical aspects of biochemistry in order to perform their own jobs properly.
The present book by Lubert Stryer, one of the professors of biochemistry at Yale University, meets these needs better than any book I have so far seen. It is packed with information in an extremely readable and intelligible form. The use of colour printing to highlight subtle as well as the not so subtle changes in formulae of compounds undergoing biochemical transformations and the liberal use of excellent illustrations which are actually relevant to the text make this book virtually unique in my Book Reviews 217 experience. The contents are clearly the work of a master craftsman who both understands his subject and knows how to teach it. Equally clearly his publisher is an expert in the art of communication; perhaps it is no coincidence that he is also associated with the periodical Scientific American.
The visual impact of the book is exciting and serves as a stimulus to further reading. The academic standard aimed at is honours degree biochemistry, and this is more than achieved with a facility that makes the book intelligible even to someone whose formal training in biology and chemistry never went far beyond" A" level.
The book is confined almost exclusively to the molecular and intracellular aspects of the subject. It does not, for example, deal at all with physiological or whole-animal biochemistry, still less with clinical biochemistry except insofar as it concerns molecular biochemistry.
The text is not interrupted by references, but each chapter contains a useful list of 10 to 20 articles for further reading selected on the basis of relevance, availability, and up-to-dateness. In keeping with its role as a textbook each chapter concludes with a page of 'problems' which the student should be able, at least partially, to resolve if he has understood the preceeding text. While of limited immediate usefulness to the practising clinical biochemist, the book will be invaluable to anyone studying for his professional examinations. I cannot recommend it too highly. VINCENT Though this book is one of a series on biological standardization dealing with the purity of plasma proteins, few of the problems of protein standardization are discussed. The first part deals with the production and purification of proteins, with most emphasis being placed on the production of proteins that are suitable for therapeutic use rather than for standardization procedures. The section on methods of determination seems rather out of date, with very little mention of the newer techniques of specific protein determination such as Laurell rocket immunoelectrophoresis or the automated immunoprecipitin system. A section on protein impurities follows, again dealing mainly with therapeutic problems. There is a section on Australia antigen, which may prove useful for anyone working in the field. The final section concerns topics of current interest, and here some work on the standardization of some tests of cellular immunity may be found useful by specialists. A drawback of this book is that a number of the papers are in French, some with only a very brief English abstract.
While covering a wide range of techniques and problems, this book does not seem to deal with any one field in depth. Though it may be useful for a department of therapeutics, microbiology, or serology, its use in a clinical chemistry laboratory appears to be limited. The conference on gonadotrophins and gonadal steroids in Milan in May 1973 was opened by Professor Candiani, who pointed out that "in many ways biochemistry is considered to be the ultimate diagnostic and prognostic tool, and characteristic biochemical responses are constantly sought to differentiate one syndrome from another". The conference then proceeded to show how true this is. The volume contains the scripts of the 32 major presentations, together with the discussions of groups of two to six related papers. The meeting formed the fourth Serono Foundation Symposium, and a formidable gathering of world experts in gonadal endocrinology was present. It is not surprising, therefore, that the proceedings as edited by Crosignani and James give a very comprehensive coverage of the subject as it was understood in early 1973. In these times, when science moves so quickly, it is unfortunte that even with some of our best and most experienced editors and publishers and the use of offset lithography the report of an important meeting such as this is being reviewed just two years after the event.
The proceedings rightly opened with 10 papers dealing with assay procedures, and the changing face of measurement technology in this field is shown by 9 of these having an immunological or proteinbinding base, with only one employing a biological technique. Two chapters in this group deal with target cell receptors and appear out of place until it is realized that similar principles are involved to those used in much of our modern assay methodology. Three chapters then follow on releasing hormones, two on prolactin, and others covering gonadotrophin-steroid relationships, spermatogenesis control, mechanisms of hormone action, the effect of contraceptives, neuroendocrinological aspects, and induction of ovulation.
In the closing paper, on "Reproductive Endocrinology in 1984", Professor Diczfalusy fittingly matches Professor Candiani's opening remarks by recalling a statement made by Claude Bernard more than 100 years ago to the effect that in experimental medicine all progress comes from advancement in methodology. Professor Diczfalusy points out that by 1984 it will be possible to assay simultaneously some 50 or more hormones in body fluids and the basis of diagnosis for endocrine disorders will be pathologically altered hormone correlates rather than pathologically changed levels of a single hormone.
The book is well edited, amply illustrated, and for many years will certainly be one of the most comprehensive reference books available on the subject of gonadotrophins and gonadal steroids. F. L. MITCHELL
